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Are you ready to explore the infinite possibilities of the Spirit
World and discover your own unique potential in several aspects
of mediumship? We are all on an eternal journey and you can
always open up to more of who you are. If we recognize and
acknowledge that amazing soul that we truly are, we can
celebrate our mediumship that is part of our life’s journey.
Many people in this world are searching for a greater
understanding of mediumship and the reality of life after life, not
only to find answers but also to build that relationship with the
Spirit World and their own Spirit. In this course you will have the
opportunity to discover and strengthen your relationship with
the Spirit World, building your confidence and learning how to
enhance your power.
Are you ready to explore your mediumistic ability within your
field of interest? Do you wish to embrace in life that spiritual,
intuitive aspects of who you are? Are you a seeker of spiritual
truth? Then this is a week for you!The mainfocus this week will be
on psychic and mediumistic work, trance, healing and psychic/
spirit art.
This week will be under guidance of Nicole de Haas,
Philip Dykes and Lynn Cotrell. They all have a wealth of
experience in their field of mediumship and as tutors at the
Arthur Findlay College and other places around the world. They
all are looking forward to welcome you in Holland for this wonderful experience!
The program is a variety of lectures, tutorials, demonstrations of
(trance) mediumship, Spirit Art and meditations in the beautiful
chapel in De Zwanenhof.

Retraitehuisweg 6
7625 SL Zenderen
info@zwanenhof.nl

In addition there will be work in smaller teaching groups with a
lot of personal attention. Also it is possible to book a sitting with
one of the teachers (not included).
The whole week will be in English and will be a whole week
from Saturday to Saturday (7 nights)!
During the week you also have the opportunity to explore the
beautiful surroundings (option) of the Zwanenhof area and two
excursions will be arranged to enjoy this area of Holland!
Nicole would like to invite you to Holland for this wonderfull
week to celebrate the magic of working with eachother and the
Spirit World! Our aim is to provide a week full of joy, knowledge
and development. A week that will bring new friendships with
eachother and the World of Spirit.

Course organizer: Nicole de Haas | Teachers: Nicole de Haas, Philip
Dykes & Lynn Cottrell
Level: Mixed Levels
Price: A 795,- B 815,- C 845,- D 895,Price structure*
A Basic price without a room
B Based on shared triple room with toilet and shower
C Based on shared double room with shower and toilet or a
single room without shower and toilet (available in the
corridor)
D Based on single room with toilet and shower
* Price is without excursions

T +31 [0] 74 265 95 25
F +31 [0] 74 265 95 30
www.zwanenhof.com
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